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Abstract
Renal Denervation (RDN) is a treatment option for patients with hypertension resistant to 
conventional therapy. Clinical trials have demonstrated variable benefit. To understand the 
determinants of successful clinical response to this treatment, we integrated porcine and 
computational models of intravascular radiofrequency RDN. Controlled single-electrode 
denervation resulted in ablation zone geometries that varied in arc, area and depth, depending on 
the composition of the adjacent tissue substructure. Computational simulations predicted that 
delivered power density was influenced by tissue substructure, and peaked at the conductivity 
discontinuities between soft fatty adventitia and water rich tissues (media, lymph nodes etc.), not 
at the electrode-tissue interface). Electrode irrigation protected arterial wall tissue adjacent to the 
electrode by clearing heat that diffuses from within the tissue, without altering peri-arterial 
ablation. Seven days after multi-electrode treatments, renal norepinephrine and blood pressure 
were reduced. Blood pressure reductions were correlated with the size-weighted number of 
degenerative nerves, implying that the effectiveness of the treatment in decreasing hypertension 
depends on the extent of nerve injury and ablation, which in turn are determined by the tissue 
microanatomy at the electrode site. These results may explain the variable patient response to 
RDN and suggest a path to more robust outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION
The sympathetic nervous system regulates cardiac output, blood pressure (BP) and volume, 
electrolyte balance and body fluid composition. Elevated sympathetic activity contributes to 
the pathophysiology of almost all forms of hypertension (1), which is exacerbated with 
comorbidities such as renal disease (2). Thus the renal sympathetic pathway is an attractive 
target for the treatment of hypertension and potentially other diseases characterized by 
increased sympathetic activity. Prior to the development of antihypertensive drugs, surgical 
sympathectomy was a last resort therapy (3). Although a fraction of patients (40–60%) had 
lower BP after surgical sympathectomy (3), these procedures were non-specific and 
associated with high morbidity and complications.
The current refinement of this procedure, catheter-based renal denervation (RDN) more 
selectively disrupts renal sympathetic nerves with shorter procedural and recovery times. 
Proof-of-concept and short-term safety of radiofrequency (RF)-based RDN were 
demonstrated in the first and second SYMPLICITY HTN (Renal Sympathetic Denervation 
in Patients with Treatment-Resistant Hypertension) trials, which tested the effectiveness of a 
dedicated RF ablation catheter (4–7). Despite early successes and positive expectations, the 
incidence of non-responsive patients remains stubbornly high (8–9) and as yet unexplained. 
Moreover, the recently published prospective, single-blind, randomized SYMPLICITY 
HTN-3 trial failed to show significant difference in reduction of systolic BP in patients with 
resistant hypertension 6 months after RDN compared to sham controls (10). To some this 
suggested that sympathetic activation is not universal to hypertension (9, 11) and to others 
that some effects of RDN remain uncontrolled and poorly understood (especially given 
reports that renal artery innervation patterns are assymetric) (12–14). Indeed, intravascular 
RDN can injure the intima and cause microthrombi (15–16), raising long-term safety 
concerns. The local concentration of heat might preferentially injure the most susceptible 
tunica intima and endothelium. Further, norepinephrine spillover measurements in 
SYMPLICITY HTN-1 patients suggest incomplete neural ablation by mono-polar single 
electrodes (17), and postmortem analysis from a patient 12 days after bilateral Symplicity 
RDN (18) showed incomplete neural ablation.
In the current study, therefore, we characterized and sought to explain the ablation patterns 
achieved by intravascular conventional and irrigated RDN through the use of animal and 
computational models.
RESULTS
Seven Yorkshire swine were treated bilaterally and 10 Yucatan swine unilaterally with the 
Renlane catheter, sacrificed 7 days after RDN, and their tissues sectioned for histopathology. 
Unilateral treatments were delivered by 5 irrigated electrodes, and BP measured under 
anesthesia before and 7 days after RDN. Of the 14 bilaterally treated arteries, 8 were treated 
with 5 electrodes and irrigation, and 6 with only 2 or 3 non neighboring discrete electrodes 
with (n=3) or without (n=3) irrigation, to achieve discrete, non-overlapping ablation zones. 
When all 5 electrodes are activated, the Renlane catheter delivers treatments along a helix 
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that mimics the recommended protocol for sequential single-electrode treatments with the 
Simplicity device (8).
Non-irrigated discrete electrodes: treatment effects and ablation geometries
We characterized the entire ablation zone for each of the treatment sites by activating non-
neighboring electrodes (without irrigation) (Fig 1A,B), and then step-sectioned the treated 
vessels (Fig 1 C–G). Application of the RF stimulus was invariably injurious, with 
coagulative necrosis extending through the electrode-adjacent arterial media and into 
surrounding peri-arterial tissue. Treatment resulted in stretching and thinning of the arterial 
wall (Fig 1 C, E and Gi). Quantitative morphometry performed on the maximal injury zones 
revealed that 40.1±6.7% of the luminal circumference, 43.4±5.5% of the circumference of 
the external elastic lamina (EEL) and 36.1±6.6% of medial area were affected. Treated 
arterial walls were thinned by 25.7±22.6%. Thus, blood flow did not efficiently carry away 
enough heat to protect the arterial wall surrounding the point of contact with the non-
irrigated RF electrodes.
Tissue sections of these regions showed complex peri-arterial anatomy, with muscle or 
fibrous tissue located posterior to the artery, peritoneum and often large veins on the anterior 
side, and lymph nodes and blood vessels in various locations (Fig 1, C–G). Ablation zone 
orientations, shapes and dimensions were highly variable (Table 1) and tended to end 
abruptly at the periphery of neighboring veins and arteries (Fig 1 C, D, G). In total, 43±13% 
of nerves in the sections with the maximal ablation zone area were affected, with the 
majority of these injured nerves located within the traced ablation zones (Table 1). 
Consistent with the moderate percentage of affected nerves in discrete electrode treatments, 
associated renal NEPI levels (574.0±173.1 ng/g, 3 kidneys, 2 samples each), an index of 
sympathetic innervation of the kidney, were comparable to those reported at baseline (19), 
649±161 ng/g.
Computational modeling of ablation geometries
To understand how local tissue composition affected power distribution from the RF 
electrode, we performed computational simulations of heat distribution and tissue ablation 
after intravascular treatment with a single electrode. When we assumed that arterial and 
peri-arterial tissue were homogeneous, both current density (J) and power density (J2/σ) 
peaked at the electrode-tissue interface and declined steeply with increasing distance from 
the electrode. Temperature was predicted to distribute symmetrically around the energy 
source (Fig 2 A,B), peaking at the electrode-tissue interface and declining steeply with 
distance, attaining body temperature 1 cm away from the electrode. However, such 
temperature maps were inconsistent with the distribution of the observed lesions. We 
reasoned that this could be because the assumption that the tissues were homogeneous, 
which led to the prediction of steep monotonic temperature declines(20), was inaccurate. 
Rather, renal arteries and their surrounding tissues are complex in structure, with 
heterogeneous electrical conductivities and thermal absorption properties. Therefore we 
examined how individual tissue element affected model prediction of observed lesion 
geometry.
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The EEL delineates the transition between the water-rich, high-conductivity media and fatty, 
low conductivity adventitial tissue. As current density varies continuously across such 
interfaces of conductivity discontinuity, RF power distributed asymmetrically across the 
EEL (Fig 2C), with more power being delivered to the more resistive adventitial tissue. As a 
result, power density first peaked at the electrode-tissue interface, declined in the media, 
then achieved an even higher peak at the EEL, slowly declining in the adventitia. Tissue 
temperature was determined by a balance between locally delivered power and diffusion-
mediated heat efflux towards the cooler lumen and tissue peripheries (Fig 2D). Luminal 
blood flow cleared heat from the media and slightly beyond the EEL, but only after 
sufficient time had elapsed for heat to diffuse from the tissue site towards the lumen 
(compare Fig. 2D 10 sec and 2D 30 sec). Because there is a time lag for heat clearance by 
blood and the rate of luminal flow is finite, tissue temperatures adjacent to the electrode 
remain above ambient (37°C) for almost 20 sec after the treatment (Fig 2D). Consequently, 
even though the adjacent blood flow removed heat, the time-averaged temperature exceeded 
the threshold for injury in the vicinity of the electrode, up to 4.3 mm deep into the adventitia 
and even lateral to the electrodes (Fig 2E). The predicted mushroom-like pattern of injury 
reflects a balance between heat diffusion, which is nearly isotropic, and heat clearance near 
the lumen. The localization of injury to the luminal wall in the immediate vicinity of the 
electrode is a result of the electrode shielding the apposed mural tissue from the cooling 
effect of blood perfusion. If blood flow is set to zero in the model, as is the case during the 
inflation of certain RF balloons (8) (but not the Renlane catheter), the pattern of injury is 
determined solely by thermal diffusion (Fig 2F).
We assessed the influence of high conductivity anatomical structures (HCAS), such as 
lymph nodes, skeletal muscle and associated fibrous tissue, and then tested the role of 
HCAS that are also heat sinks (HS) such as blood vessels. Simulations predicted that 
ablation zone geometry was profoundly sensitive to the distance and orientation of lymph 
nodes relative to the treating electrode (Fig 3 vs Fig 2E). Similarly, lateral fibrous muscle 
sheaths (Fig 1C–D) drew the electric field and substantially increased the lateral and 
circumferential extent of the ablation (Fig 4A vs Fig 2E). When we added a lateral vein 
between the artery wall and the fibrous sheath (Fig 1C–D), venous blood flow efficiently 
cleared heat from the region bounded by the two blood vessels (Fig 4B). Thus, heat reached 
the fibrous sheath only via diffusion through surrounding soft tissue, resulting in an 
asymmetric ablation surrounding this vessel (HCAS/HS). Addition of a smaller lateral vein 
on the opposite side of the electrode (Fig 4C) or of two small distal veins (Fig 4D) siphoned 
heat from the vicinity of the peri-arterial blood vessels and blocked the peri-arterial spread 
of the ablation in the locally cooled zones. Thus, the predicted influence of peri-arterial 
blood vessels on ablation geometry depended on vessel size and orientation relative to the 
treating electrode and other neighboring HCAS. However, beyond a threshold distance the 
effects of peri-arterial blood vessels on the ablation zone become negligible (Fig 4E). When 
the HCAS and HS are accounted for (Fig 4F), the predicted ablation pattern realistically 
mimics the observed geometry of the actual ablation (Fig 1F). Accounting for the total HS 
capacity and the relative distance from the electrodes was critical. When HCAS or HS 
covered a large area directly adjacent to the electrode, siphoning of heat could significantly 
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reduce lesion size (Fig 4G vs Fig 4F) and in certain cases (Fig 4H) potentially negate any 
effect on the adjacent nerves.
Irrigated electrodes: ablation geometries and treatment effects
The prediction by our computational model that peak power is achieved beyond the 
electrode-tissue interface implies that the effects of the RF stimulus on the arterial wall are 
more easily ameliorated by heat diffusion than are the peri-arterial effects, paving the way 
for optimal targeting of RF power and wall preservation.
Irrigation as a biomimetic of blood flow—Simulations predicted that irrigation of 
electrode-apposed tissue with room-temperature saline discharged at the convective rate of 
luminal blood protects the intima and media from excessive injury (Fig 5A,B vs Fig 3C,D), 
without appreciably altering peri-arterial ablation geometry. This is highlighted in images of 
simulated wall injury which show greater media preservation when the rate of irrigation is 
doubled (Fig 6 A–C). When an RF treatment was directed at an HCAS such as lymph node, 
irrigation was predicted to efficiently protect only the immediate tissue surroundings of the 
electrode (Fig 5Ai). When HCAS are all lateral to the electrode, the protective effects of 
irrigation extend beyond the mural interface to most of the arterial media (Fig 5B,Bi vs Fig 
3D). The resulting wall injury patterns in the presence of irrigation are therefore localized to 
small islands that are disconnected from the lumen and track the orientation of the 
surrounding HCAS (Fig 6D–F). In certain cases, this can create the misleading impression 
that two ablation sites were observed in the histologic cross sections when only one 
treatment was administered.
Irrigated discrete electrode treatments—We validated the predicted effects of 
electrode irrigation in animal models in which we applied discrete- and five-electrode 
catheter-based RF RDN. The discrete electrode experiments allowed a detailed comparison 
of the results to the predictions of our model. The five-electrode treatment represents the 
clinically relevant protocol.
We treated 3 arteries with irrigated discrete RF electrodes and then assessed tissue damage 
after 7 days. Whereas non irrigated, discrete treatments injured the intima and media 
surroundings of the electrode in a well-defined luminal arc (e.g. Fig 1C–G and especially 
Gi), irrigated discrete treatments spared contiguous regions of the intima and inner media 
near the electrode (Fig 7Ai, Bi) Consistent with model simulations (e.g. Fig 6A,D vs 6B,E 
or 6C,F), partial sparing of adluminal arterial media was achieved without qualitatively 
affecting the extent of peri-arterial effects (Fig 7Ai,Bi, Table 1). Quantitative morphometry 
performed on maximal injury zones confirmed that irrigation lowered the affected luminal 
circumference (13.7±19.1% vs 40.1±6.7%, P=0.082), affected circumference at the EEL 
(27.0±19.8% vs 43.4±5.5%, P=0.126), affected media area (16.7±16.9% vs 36.1±6.6%, 
P=0.126), and media thinning (25.7±22.6% vs 37.3±19.5%, P=0.383) (Fig 1 C–G). The 
average ablation area, depth and width, percentage of affected nerves (Table 1), and NEPI 
(536.7± 27.4 ng/g, 3 kidneys, 2 samples each) were statistically equivalent, indicating that 
the overall effect was unchanged by irrigation.
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Clinically relevant five-electrode irrigated treatments
When the effect of irrigation was tested in animals treated with the concomitant five RF 
electrodes the surrounding tissue was invariably injured, which appeared as contiguous areas 
of coagulative necrosis. Endothelialization was nearly complete with negligible to minimal 
neointima and no luminal occlusion (Fig 8A,B). Quantitative morphometry of the maximal 
zones of injury revealed necrosis across 21.7±22.8% of the luminal circumference and 
23.5±15.5% of media area. Mural necrosis led to wall thinning of up to 54.5% 
(37.0±19.6%). Taken together, these results illustrate that the media-preserving benefits of 
electrode irrigation extend to the multi-electrode setting, although to a slightly lesser degree, 
presumably a result of cross effects of neighboring RF electrodes.
Peri-arterial damage accounted for more than 96% of the maximal ablation zone areas. 
Maximal ablation zones (Fig 8C–F) varied in orientation, shape, area (33.7±18.1 mm2), 
width (7.8±1.8 mm), and depth (4.4±1.0 mm) and often included or bordered lymph nodes, 
large blood vessels and the hypaxial skeletal muscle. In line with our model’spredictions, the 
presence of blood vessels near the treatment site (Fig 8 C–D) coincided with preservation of 
those tissues regions and limited ablation from spreading beyond them. In total, 74±10% of 
nerves were affected in sections with maximal ablation zones. Approximately half (51±7%) 
of the affected nerves were located within the maximal ablation zone. Half (54±22%) of 
nerves outside the traced ablation zones were also affected. Ablation resulted in kidney 
NEPI concentrations between 0–359 ng/g (68.8±111.4 ng/g, 8 kidneys, 2 samples each), 
significantly below the baseline range of untreated controls 649±161 ng/g(19). Taken 
together, these data illustrate that the wall-protective effects of irrigation can coincide with 
significant peri-arterial ablation and NEPI reduction.
To examine how treatment with the five-electrode irrigated catheters affected BP, we 
applied the same irrigated RF catheter procedure unilaterally to a different group of 10 
normotensive Yucatan swine. Treatment reduced systolic BP (SBP) by 25.7 mmHg 
(P=0.004) and mean arterial pressure (MAP) by 16.2 mmHg (P=0.024). Overall, SBP was 
reduced in 8 of the 10 treated animals (Table S2), and in these animals, the percent changes 
in BP correlated with the size-weighted number of non-lethally injured (degenerative) 
nerves in maximally affected tissue sections (Fig. 9). Thus, the degree of BP reduction 7 
days after RDN was determined by the fraction of nerves that are exposed to RF treatments 
near each of the 5 electrodes, their sizes, and the degree to which they are affected.
DISCUSSION
RDN effectively lowers BP in certain but not in all patients (5–6) raising speculation (8–9) 
as to heterogeneous mechanisms of hypertension, suboptimal nerve ablation by the current 
technology/device design, and limits to procedural implementation related to power or 
positioning of single electrode catheters (9, 17). Indeed, retrospective analysis of stored 
angiographic and procedural records of all RF energy applications of the SYMPLICITY 
HTN-3 Trial data revealed (21) that only 84% of ablation attempts resulted in 120 sec long 
ablations as recommended, and that only 6% of all patients received bilateral, fully 
circumferential ablations, as recommended in the trial protocol. Moreover, due to the 
asymmetric innervation of renal arteries (12) and, in lieu of technologies that assess nerve 
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distribution peri-procedurally, controlled catheter positioning and power do not guarantee 
that ablation areas encompass target nerves (13, 22). The current study illustrates that the 
distribution of RF energy at the delivery site is largely dictated by local anatomic features of 
the treated tissue. Given our finding that BP linearly tracks with the number of degenerative 
nerves in maximal ablation zones, the efficacy of RDN would seem to depend not only on 
the nerve abundance near the multiple treatments sites, but also on the latter’s anatomic 
milieu.
The role of electric conductivity and heat sink gradients
The complexity of RDN has likely been under-appreciated, in part as the intricacy of the 
renal environment (with variation in venous and arterial perfusion, nerve and ganglia 
distribution, lymph nodes, etc.) stands in contrast to the simple functional and structural 
anatomy of the myocardium. Extrapolating from cardiac ablation to RDN is not appropriate.
Ablation in RDN rarely occurs in a homogenous soft tissue (Figs 1, 8). Rather, it typically 
includes regional structures such as lymph nodes, large veins and arteries, and hypaxial 
skeletal muscle with fibrous sheaths. When applied caudally, even the ureter can be involved 
(Fig 8E). Electrical conductivity varies considerably among tissues on the basis of their 
water and fat content. Our computational modeling illustrates that the resulting electric 
conductivity gradients can facilitate peri-arterial power delivery or limit its distribution. For 
example, the conductivity gradient across the EEL helps to direct RF power to the nerve-rich 
aspect of the EEL, as this gradient relies on the naturally layered structure of the arterial wall 
in animals and humans. By contrast, peri-arterial conductivity gradients are unpredictable, a 
result of high micro-anatomic variability. Fibrous sheaths and skeletal muscles are generally 
located dorsally and ureters caudally, but lymph nodes and vascular structures reside at 
variable distances from the renal artery wall and at variable orientations.
Computational simulations revealed the influence of the orientation of HCAS and blood 
vessels (HCAS/HS) relative to the electrode. When laterally oriented relative to the 
electrode, peri-arterial tissues drew power from the electrode and increased the arc and area 
of ablation area without substantially affecting maximal ablation depth distal to the 
electrode-tissue interface (Fig 4A & Fig 3B–D vs Fig 2E), thereby increasing the probability 
of damaging peri-arterial nerves. In contrast, when the electrode is directed at nearby HCAS, 
e.g. when they are located between the electrode and the location at which peak temperature 
would have been achieved in their absence, ablation depth is reduced but circumferential 
spread is only minimally affected (Fig 2E vs Fig 3A). The effects of peri-arterial blood 
vessels (HCAS/HS) are even more dramatic, as these efficiently dissipate surrounding heat. 
The net result of an ablation targeted directly (Fig 4D) or even laterally at large HCAS or 
HS (Fig 4E–H) is a large reduction in maximal ablation depth and shielding of the 
surrounding nerves from the intended treatment. Thus the micro-anatomy local to each 
individual’s treatment site may play a role in determining their response to the treatment and 
therefore the overall percentage of clinical non-responders in RDN therapies.
Although in our experience large veins were most commonly found in the anterior quadrant, 
this was not always the case (e.g. Fig 1D) and neighboring arteries could be found in other 
quadrants. In lieu of technologies to identify the locations of periadventital vessels and guide 
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treatments away from such heat sinks, clinical efficacy should be optimized by the 
application of multiple, circumferentially staggered treatments along the target artery.
Irrigation as a biomimetic of blood flow
Prior to the introduction of irrigated RF catheters for the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias, 
clinical efficacy was limited by coagulum formation and impedance rise at relatively low 
power levels and durations (7W/30 sec), a result of limited convective cooling by circulating 
endocavitary blood (23–24). Because myocardial tissue is relatively homogenous, peak 
temperature in the tissue is achieved in the electrode contacting areas (20), and electrode 
irrigation can concomitantly reduce coagulum formation and tissue damage (25–26) while 
treating at high powers (30–50W). Yet, some have questioned the utility of RF electrode 
irrigation for RDN, suggesting that the greater blood flow in renal arteries should efficiently 
clear excess heat from luminal electrodes (27).
However, our histomorphometric evaluation of RDN-treated pigs illustrated that arterial 
blood flow alone is not an efficient heat sink in the vicinity of mural electrodes (Fig 1 C–G) 
and that electrode irrigation can protect the arterial wall, particularly the adluminal regions, 
from thermal injury (Fig 7 Aii,Bii). Although the protected adluminal area is not large, the 
physiologic effect can be profound given the sensitivity of the endothelial layer and the 
inner media to vascular injury. As shown by OCT in animals (15) and humans (16), such 
vascular injuries may not be apparent in angiography and can potentially lead to acute 
thrombosis and subacute fibrosis and inflammation.
Computational modeling explains RF power distribution peaks inside the tissue and shows 
that diffusing heat is efficiently cleared by blood flow around the electrode; electrode- 
apposed tissue is shielded from blood flow, so tissue close to the electrode is particularly 
prone to injury. Owing to its lower temperature and more radial flow lines, saline irrigation 
through electrode ports can greatly enhance the cooling effects of blood without 
substantially reducing peri-arterial temperatures (Fig 6). These simulation results, along with 
our quantification of ablation areas, percent affected nerves and NEPI data suggest that 
irrigation can alleviate the concern for mural thrombus formation, while ablating the nerve-
rich adventitia to the same degree as non-irrigated treatments. Whereas our experimental 
findings were based on discrete electrode treatments, Sakaural et al. (28) reported consistent 
findings in pig arteries that were treated with the same catheter and power settings, but 
stimulating all 5 electrodes. Irrigation lowered media thinning and injured media 
circumference while slightly reducing ablation depth at equivalent nerve injury and NEPI. 
Moreover RDN of hypertensive dogs with an irrigated RF catheter reduces BP without 
ablation-related complications one and three months after the procedure (29). Small clinical 
studies have also shown BP reductions without complications after RDN with irrigated RF 
catheters (30–31), but these results require follow up in larger cohorts.
Does blood pressure reduction require threshold nerve ablation?
Understanding the relationship between systemic markers of RDN efficacy as reported in 
clinical studies (BP, NEPI spillover) and local nerve ablation, currently only measured in 
preclinical studies, is key to successful translation of this therapy. Preclinical studies that 
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report BP, NEPI and nerve effects can provide important insights, but are rare due to 
technical complexity and cost. Previously, Henegar et al. reported that (32) BP reduction in 
hypertensive, obese dogs 8 weeks after bilateral RDN, was associated with a 42% reduction 
renal NEPI concentrations and injury to 46% of counted nerves. Esler recently highlighted 
the similarity between these estimates of denervation in dogs to the clinical reduction in 
norepinephrine spillover from renal sympathetic nerves to plasma after RDN in HTN-1, 40–
47% (4, 17). Thus, both human and animal data suggest that significant BP reduction does 
not require complete nerve ablation. Herein, we found that unilateral RDN of Yucatan swine 
significantly reduced BP. Moreover the percent reductions in 8 of the 10 treated swine 
increased linearly with the size-weighted number of non-lethally injured (degenerative) 
nerves in maximally affected tissue sections (Fig. 9). The smooth dependence of BP 
reduction on the number of degenerative nerves contrasts with the sharp, threshold-like 
dependence of renal NEPI levels on the fraction of affected nerves (13, 33), degenerative or 
necrotic, suggesting that BP is not solely determined by NEPI concentration. Thus, although 
NEPI tracks with histologically apparent sympathetic denervation (13, 33), BP may be 
sensitive to particular types of nerve disruptions or changes in afferent signaling. Indeed, 
recently published data (34) show that reductions in BP after RDN in patients with drug-
resistant hypertension did not correlate tightly with sympathetic activity, as measured by 
single fiber nerve firing rates.
Limitations
The current study used ablation geometry, histopathological assessments of nerve effects 
and bioanalytical quantification of renal NEPI levels as surrogate markers for sympathetic 
denervation and nerve firing. Although our histological methods did not differentiate 
between afferent and efferent nerves, we (13) and others (12, 14) have shown with specific 
stains that efferent and afferent nerve fibers are intermixed and that the former 
overwhelmingly outnumber the latter. The finding that BP reduction in unilaterally 
denervated pigs correlates linearly with the total number of degenerative nerves in 
maximally treated sections, contrasts with the threshold dependence of NEPI on the total 
percent of affected nerves by histology and may imply that BP reductions were partly due to 
disruption of afferent signaling.
Ideally, BP measurements should be taken in conscious animals under controlled 
environmental conditions that minimize stress. Our use of intra-arterial pressure transducers 
to monitor BP under anesthesia could be problematic because variations in stress levels and 
anesthesia may have confounded BP readouts.
Finally, while histology micrographs and two dimensional computational models provide 
insight into the mechanistic determinants of ablation geometries, they cannot account for out 
of plane anatomic structures or electrodes, limiting our ability to account for some of the 
histologically observed ablation patterns. Indeed, the counterintuitive finding that a large 
fraction of affected nerves after multielectrode treatments do not reside in observed ablation 
zones suggests that the resposible ablation zones appear in neighboring sections.
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CONCLUSION
Our data inform the discussion regarding the predictably, variability and treatment success 
of catheter-based RDN. The effects of application of focal energy fields to perivascular 
nerves and ganglia cannot be determined without knowing the architecture of the local 
tissue. Every element in the tissue contributes to the focusing of applied energy and 
dissipation or conduction of heat. Further, patients treated with RDN often have 
atherosclerotic and hyperplastic vessels whose microanatomy is even more complex than the 
intact healthy normotensive pig vessels that we examined. Treatment designs that do not 
take these factors into account cannot provide optimal alternatives to the first generation 
RDN systems and may be plagued by variable effects. In lieu of technologies that assess 
nerve distribution and location of neighboring blood vessels, catheter-based ablation 
efficacy might be optimized through the application of multiple electrode treatments along 
the circumference of the renal artery.
METHODS
Experimental design
The reported animal studies were originally designed to correlate ablation zone geometry 
with the anatomy of the treatment site and to assess the ability of arterial blood flow to 
protect the mural treatment sites. Preliminary review of histology suggested that ablation 
patterns correlated with local microanatomy and that cooling by blood could not adequately 
preserve arterial tissue in the electrodes vicinity. As there is no way to control target 
microanatomy, a computational model was developed to provide supporting insight into 
experimental data. Intraprocedural BP measurements were not included in the original study 
design, but are reported for a different group of unilaterally treated swine assessed 
subsequently. Minimum sample sizes were calculated for 80% power and a P value of less 
than 0.05 based on SBP and NEPI reduction endpoints described below.
Animal Model
All animal experiments were performed at CBSET, Inc. (AAALAC accredited) in 
accordance with federal USDA and institutional IACUC oversight. Male (castrated) or 
female (nulliparous) Yorkshire swine (n=7), between 40.4–78.2 kg, underwent percutaneous 
bilateral RDN. An additional 10 Yucatan swine (5 castrated male and 5 nulliparous female), 
between 33.8 and 42.7 kg, underwent percutaneous unilateral RDN in the right renal artery.
Bilateral and unilateral RF treatments with controlled irrigation were performed at up to 5 
longitudinally staggered discrete locations using a RenLane Renal Denervation catheter. A 
multi-channel generator controlled the power of each electrode (based on pre-specified 
power and temperature set points) and the irrigation rate of room temperature saline (~23°C) 
through ports along each of the electrodes. To reduce variability in energy delivery by 
monopolar electrodes, ground pads were placed at the same position (between the shoulder 
blades) in each treated animal. In three Yorkshire swine (Group 1), each artery was treated 
by 2–3 non-neighboring electrodes (15W/30 sec) that were either irrigated at a rate of 30 
ml/sec (3 arteries) or non-irrigated (3 arteries). Four Yorkshire swine (Group 2) underwent 
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bilateral treatment by all five electrodes (15W/30 sec) with irrigation (30 ml/sec). Ten 
Yucatan swine (Group 3) underwent unilateral treatment by all five electrodes (9–10W/30 
sec) with irrigation (30 ml/sec). Temperature set points were 50°C for all irrigated 
treatments and 65°C for non-irrigated treatments. Impedance and temperature were 
monitored during RF application for each electrode. Angiographic vessel diameters for 
Groups 1 and 2 treatments ranged from 5.04–5.99 mm for all but one of the treatments (in 
Group 1, one caudal arterial segment of 3.45 mm diameter was treated by an irrigated 
electrode) and from 4.13–4.95 mm for Group 3.
Tissue collection and kidney bioanalysis
All animals were euthanized at day 7. Renal arteries and associated tissue were removed, 
perfused with 10% Neutral Buffered Formalin (NBF), immersed in 10% NBF and processed 
for histology. Both kidneys were collected, flash frozen in dry ice or liquid nitrogen and 
stored at approximately -80°C. Two ~4 g renal aliquots were homogenized and analyzed for 
NEPI by LC/MS/MS(19). Using these methods, we have previously shown that NEPI levels 
in untreated animals(19) are 649±161 ng/g (70 kidneys). On the basis of a 50% NEPI 
reduction endpoint, 2 arteries/kidneys are required provide 80% power, with the use of a 
two-sided significance level of 0.05.
Histology of renal arteries
Each treated renal artery with surrounding tissue was trimmed every 3–5 mm to yield at 
least three cross-sections for paraffin-embedding. One hematoxylin and eosin-stained slide 
and one Masson’s elastin Trichrome-stained slide was generated per section.
Histopathology evaluation and nerve assessment
Histologic sections were examined under light microscopy by board-certified veterinary 
pathologists with extensive experience in the RDN model to evaluate the tissue response to 
treatment. Tissue ablation was evaluated qualitatively, and quantified using Olympus 
MicroSuite Biological Suite. Metrics included: (1) total treatment area, depth and width; (2) 
percent luminal surface, EEL, and medial area affected; and (3) medial thickness. Nerves 
and ganglia were counted, their status with regard to treatment zone determined, and any 
nerve changes characterized as degenerative (sublethal injuries), necrotic, or chronic/
reactive(13, 19). In unilaterally treated animals, counted nerves were also scored for size d 
(s=1 for d <0.5 mm, s=3 for 0.5<d<1.0 mm, and s= 5 for 1.0<d<1.5 mm).
Blood pressure measurements and correlation with nerve injury after unilateral treatments
A Meritrans pressure transducer (Merit Medical Systems) was placed in the left femoral 
artery prior to the unilateral denervation procedure. Mean arterial BP, MAP, was estimated 
as the algebraic sum of the time averaged systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) BP readouts
[1]
The normalized percent change in pre (0d) and post (7d) pressures were evaluated for each 
animal as
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[2]
and
[3]
and correlated with the total number of injured nerves per artery with Microsoft Excel. 
Statistically significant regression results were obtained when sublethal injured nerve counts 
(ni) in each artery were weighted according to their respective size score (si) to obtain the 
size weighted number of degenerative nerves per artery
[4]
On the basis of a 25 mm Hg SBP reduction endpoint, 5 unilateral treatments are required 
provide 80% power, with the use of a two-sided significance level of 0.05.
Data analysis and statistics
Experimental values are reported as mean ± standard deviation. For selected continuous 
data, if the assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance were met, treatment 
differences were assessed by group t-test. If normality or homogeneity of variance were not 
met, treatment differences were assessed by Mann–Whitney Rank Sum test. For all 
statistical tests, the null hypothesis of no difference was only rejected if the value of the 
calculated statistic was less than 0.05 (p<0.05).
Computational modeling
In our in vivo studies, ablation electrodes operated at radiofrequencies of 480 kHz (±3%), 
ensuring that current is predominantly resistive and electrode dimensions are negligible 
relative to the electromagnetic wavelength (35). Consequently, RF power density in the 
tissue is determined by the static electric conductivities of the affected tissues σ and their 
quasi-static electric potential φ as  where ∇ is the gradient operator. This Joule 
heating term is calculated by solving Laplace’s equation
[5]
and represents a source in a heat diffusion equation
[6]
where T, ρ, C, and κ are, respectively, the local tissue temperature, density, heat capacity 
and thermal conductivity(36). At onset (t=0), electric potential and temperature were set to 
ambient body values (φ=0 and T=37°C). These conditions were assumed to persist at the 
periphery of the computational domain. At blood-tissue interfaces, electric potential was 
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determined by enforcing current ( ) continuity whereas temperature was determined by 
a linear cooling law(36)
[7]
Here ∇n is the normal component of the gradient operator, Tblood = 37°C is the ambient 
blood temperature, and hblood = 3×105 erg·s−1·cm−2·C−1 is the convective heat transfer 
coefficient of blood. At the electrode-tissue interface potential was prescribed a constant 
value Vs, (33 Volts) while temperature was calculated based on a linear heat exchange law
[8]
Irrigated treatments were modeled using the estimates hs = 2.5×105 erg·s−1·cm−2·C−1 and Ts 
= 23°C for the irrigant. Non-irrigated ablations were modeled by setting hs=0. Local thermal 
injury was assumed to be confined to tissue regions with time averaged temperature in 
excess of 43.5°C, the temperature at which the activation energy of thermal injury to human 
cell survival abruptly changes as reflected by a breakpoint in the slope of Arrhenius 
plots(37).
Equations 5–8 were solved numerically in a 2.7×2.7 cm2 computational domain using the 
finite element package COMSOL 3.5 as described in detail in the Supplementary 
Materials. Electrode and artery cross-sections were modeled as perfectly circular with radii 
of 1 mm and 3 mm, respectively. Electrode apposition was assumed to slightly deform 
adjacent arterial tissue, and modeled as 100 μm embedding. The tissue was comprised of a 
1mm thick ring of arterial media surrounded by peri-arterial tissue with fat–like transport 
properties interspersed with high conductivity lymph nodes and blood vessels. Lymph nodes 
were modeled as solid circles (2.5 mm radius), while peri-arterial blood vessels were 
modeled as circles and ellipses and that clear heat based on the local temperature gradient at 
their wall (Eq. 7). The values of the electric and thermal constants for blood and tissue 
compartments were based on published estimates (Table S1). Note that the finite element 
formulation naturally ensures continuity of electric current across boundaries of electric 
conductivity discontinuity.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Arterial and peri-arterial sympathetic ablation by non-irrigated discrete RF electrodes
(A and B). Locations (arrows) of non-irrigated electrode treatments by angiography in the 
right arteries of two pigs (out of a total of 3 Yorkshire swine arteries treated without 
irrigation). (C through G) Micrographs of Masson’s trichrome stained sections with overlaid 
maximal ablation zones (dashed lines) for each of the treatments sites in arteries shown in A 
(C, E, G) and B (D, F), starting with the treatment area closest to the aorta. The locations of 
the EEL and tunica media (TM) are denoted (arrows) in (C). (Gii) A higher magnification 
view of the yellow rectangular area depicted in (Gi) demonstrating necrosis (blue stain) 
extending through the arterial media and into surrounding adventitia. A=artery, LN=lymph 
node, N=nerve, P=peritoneum, V=vessel.
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Figure 2. Model-predicted temperature and injury patterns for non-irrigated single-electrode 
RF treatments of homogeneous or layered tissues
Temperature maps at 30 sec after an RF stimulus are depicted for a homogeneous tissue with 
media-like (A) or fat-like (B) electric and thermal properties. Temperature-color scales are 
provided to the right of each panel. The first ring in the tissue denotes the location of the 
EEL (1mm from the lumen), and subsequent rings mark distance from the lumen. (C) Power 
distribution for media-like (dashes) and fat-like (line) adventitial conductivity outside the 
EEL. (D) Temperature profiles extending from the electrode toward the location of maximal 
power 10, 20 and 30 sec after the onset of RF delivery, with (lines) or without (dashes) 
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blood flow added to the model. In (C)–(D), the EEL is located at the interface of the pink 
(media) and the white (periadventitia) areas. (E, F) Plots of time averaged temperatures 
above 43.5°C at the end of 30 sec with (E) or without (F) modeling of blood flow define 
connected zones of injury. Gray circles in panels A–B, E–F depict electrode locations.
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Figure 3. Model-predicted ablation geometries are influenced by the presence of peri-arterial 
lymph nodes
Simulated ablation geometries for conventional single electrode treatments with one (A,B) 
or two (C, D) lymph nodes (LN, pink). Lymph nodes were idealized as circles of uniform 
radius (2.5 mm), placed 3 mm from the lumen. The left scale bar pertains to panels (A, B), 
the right to panels (C, D).
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Figure 4. Predicted influence of peri-arterial anatomy on ablation geometry
Simulated ablation geometries for non-irrigatd single-electrode treatments of a range of 
model tissue anatomies. (A) The baseline computational geometry included a fibrous sheath 
(purple) in a lateral position relative to the electrode (gray). (B–F) The predicted influence 
of adding combinations of 1–5 lateral and distal blood vessels (red lumens). (G, H) The 
influence of shifting the blood vessels closer to the treating electrode in the presence (G) or 
absence (H) of a lateral fibrous sheath.
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Figure 5. Model-predicted influence of local saline irrigation on ablation geometries
Ablation geometries depend on the context, in this case the position of adjacent lymph nodes 
(LN, pink). Simulated ablation geometries for irrigated single electrode (gray) treatments of 
a model tissue with one lateral and one distal lymph node (A) or two lateral lymph nodes 
(B). (Ai) and (Bi) depict higher magnification views of (A) and (B), respectively.
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Figure 6. Sensitivity of model-predicted, artery wall protection to the rate of saline irrigation
Viable tissue (blue) and injured tissue (red) are shown for two lymph nodes (LN, pink), one 
lateral and one distal (top) or both lateral (bottom) after 30-sec single-electrode (gray) 
ablations (A, D) without saline irrigation, (B, E) with saline irrigation at the mural 
convection rate of blood or (C, F) with saline irrigation at double the mural convection rate 
of blood.
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Figure 7. 
Irrigation protects the arterial wall treatment site. Three Yorkshire swine arteries underwent 
discrete electrode irrigated treatments. (Ai, Bi) Traced maximal ablation zones (black 
dashes) overlaid on micrographs (Masson’s trichrome stain) sections of two discrete 
electrode irrigated treatments sites along the same renal artery. (Aii, Bii) The corresponding 
high magnification images demonstrating preservation of inner tunica media and necrosis 
restricted to the outer media. Note how the ablation zones in Ai and Bi end abruptly at the 
periphery of neighboring lymphatic and vein, respectively.
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Figure 8. Maximal ablation zones of 5-electrode irrigated treatments in Yorkshire swine arteries
Overall, 8 Yorkshire swine arteries and 8 Yucatan swine arteries underwent irrigated 5-
electrode treatments. (Ai) Untreated arterial segment demonstrating intact endothelium 
(arrow) and diffusely viable tunica media (thickness indicated by bracket). (Aii) Treated 
arterial segment exhibited diffusely necrotic (bracket), thinned tunica media (TM), with 
complete re-endothelialization (arrow) and no evidence of neointima. (Bi) Untreated nerve 
(asterisk) and surrounding adventitial collagen (double asterisk). (Bii) Treated, diffusely 
necrotic nerve with surrounding denatured collagen. (C–F) Four examples of traced 
maximal ablation zones illustrateing the approximate extent of treatment (dashed lines) and 
relationship to muscle (M), lymph nodes (LN), peritoneum (P) and arterial branch (A). Note 
how ablation zones seem to be drawn by neighboring HCAS such as lymph nodes and 
skeletal muscles (C–E) and excluded by neighboring blood vessels (in C–E).
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Figure 9. 
Effect of unilateral, 5-electrode irrigated treatments on BP. After 7 days, 8 out of 10 
Yucatan swine exhibited a reduction (Full data set provided in Table S2). Normalized 
reductions in SBP (A) and MAP (B) linearly track with the size weighted number of injured 
nerves per artery (Eq. 4). Experimental values (diamonds) are well approximated by linear 
regression (lines) in (A, R2=0.70) and (B, R2=0.65).
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Table 1
Characterization of lesion geometry and affected nerves in sections with maximal ablation zones 7 days after 
discrete electrode treatments of Yorkshire swine. Values are mean (standard deviation).
Irrigateda Non-irrigatedb
Ablation zone
Area (mm2) 11.3 (6.5) 22.5 (10.8)
Width (mm) 3.8 (2.4) 6.1 (2.3)
Depth (mm) 4.4 (1.3) 4.3 (1.1)
Nerves
Total number 86.0 (79.6) 135.0 (64.2)
% Inside ablation zone 31.6 (16.3) 33.9 (9.5)
% Affected inside ablation zone 100 (0) 100 (0)
% Affected outside ablation zone 15.0 (15.9) 14.5 (7.6)
% Affected Total 40.2 (24.8) 43.0 (13.0)
a
Based on 5 out of 6 irrigated single electrode treatments due to a tissue processing articfact at one of the treatment sites.
b
Based on 6 of 7 non-irrigated single electrode treatments, discarding a treatment that was near a bifurcation and affected both branches.
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